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Abstract

I describe a strategic theory of coalition formation that shows how the Nash bargain-

ing solution simultaneously determines both the sharing rule and the relevant outside

options in each potential coalition. This provides a framework to investigate how eco-

nomic shocks propagate via outside options. The qualitative predictions of this theory

contrast with those of standard models of coalition formation that build on the Nash

bargaining solution. In particular, by allowing the sharing rule in each coalition to be

sensitive to its members’ endogenous outside options, agents do not face the holdup

problem that otherwise arises, and they do not necessarily match assortatively.

The Nash bargaining solution is a central solution concept in economics.1 It provides a shar-

ing rule in any given coalition as a function of its members’ outside options. Its clean ax-

iomatic foundations (Nash 1950) and close connections to strategic bargaining (e.g. Binmore

1987) make it theoretically appealing, and its simple functional form makes it convenient in

applications. However, in many settings of interest, agents simultaneously bargain over both

which coalitions form (e.g. which entrepreneurs become partners, which businesses form al-

liances, etc.) and how to share the resulting gains from trade (e.g. wages, equity shares, etc.),

and using the Nash bargaining solution in these settings requires a theory of how the relevant
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outside options are determined.2 In this paper, I describe a strategic theory of coalition for-

mation that shows how the Nash bargaining solution simultaneously determines both the

sharing rule and the relevant outside options in each potential coalition. This provides a

framework—based on the widely-used Nash bargaining solution—to investigate the source

of bargaining power in decentralized markets.

This paper is related to Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986), who use a strategic

bargaining model in a fixed coalition to investigate how exogenous outside options enter the

Nash bargaining solution. The unique perfect equilibrium of their game predicts that—as

the bargaining frictions vanish—output is shared according to the Nash bargaining solution,

with the disagreement point corresponding to the utilities that the agents get in autarky, and

outside options entering only as lower bounds on the payoffs. This is the so-called “outside option

principle” (e.g. Sutton 1986). For example, consider a buyer with unit value for a good,

and a seller who does not value this good but can produce it at no cost—both with linear

preferences over money. Suppose that the buyer can buy the good at price p elsewhere, but

the seller cannot trade anywhere else. In this case, the outside option principle suggests that

they trade at price 1/2 (as specified by the Nash bargaining solution), unless p < 1/2, in

which case it suggests that they trade at this price p. Intuitively, an agent’s outside option

only affects her bargaining power if it is credible—in the sense that her outside option is

better than what the Nash bargaining solution would otherwise give her.

Importantly, however, the outside option principle is silent about how outside options are

themselves determined in decentralized markets. For instance, in the example just described,

the price p at which the buyer can trade elsewhere is taken as given. But, in many cases, this

price is itself the result of bargaining with a third party. From this perspective, the contri-

bution of this paper is to generalize the theory of Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986)

to endogenously pin down the relevant outside options in each coalition. In particular, I

consider a model in which arbitrarily many different types of agents enter a market over

time and bargain, not only about how to share their gains from trade, but also about which

coalitions to form.3 The stationary perfect equilibrium of this model predicts that the sharing

rule in each coalition satisfies the outside option principle, with the relevant outside options

determined as follows:
2In many applications, there are different sensible alternatives for both (i) what the relevant outside options

are, and (ii) how they enter the Nash bargaining solution, and these choices can have important qualitative

implications for the resulting theories (e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky 1986, Binmore, Shaked, and

Sutton 1989 and Hall and Milgrom 2008).
3The type of an agent is determined by her attitude towards risk and her gains from trade with others.
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[?] Each agent’s outside option in any given coalition is her maximum Nash bar-

gaining share in another coalition subject to the others’ outside options.

Remarkably, there is a unique outside option profile that satisfies this property, and the

strategic bargaining model suggests it—and the corresponding payoff profile and coalitional

structure—as a natural point for the agents to settle on when bargaining in a decentralized

way. For instance, in the context of the example above, the buyer’s outside option only

affects her terms of trade with the seller if the price that results from Nash bargaining with

an alternative seller (subject to this alternative seller’s outside option) is lower than 1/2.

Informally, condition [?] requires that each agent be able to justify her outside option in

any given coalition as resulting from the Nash bargaining solution in some other coalition

while honoring the others’ outside options. A crucial point—which emerges endogenously

from the strategic analysis—is that no agent is allowed to justify her outside option in a

coalition by appealing to her own outside option in another coalition. Intuitively, this pre-

vents outside options from being justified in a circular way—and is hence essential for the

uniqueness result. For instance, without this requirement, the buyer in the example above

would be able to justify that her outside option when bargaining with seller s is trading at

any price 1/2 ≤ p ≤ 1 with seller s′, by arguing that, when bargaining with s′, her outside

option of trading at price p with seller s binds.

The property of the Nash bargaining solution that guarantees that there is a unique out-

side option profile that satisfies condition [?] is that it generates pairwise-aligned preferences

over coalitions (as defined by Pycia 2012): That is, that any two agents rank their Nash bar-

gaining shares in any two proper coalitions that they are members of in the same way.4

Indeed, this implies that there is a coalition that gives the highest Nash bargaining share

among all the possible coalitions to all of its members, and these are naturally the bind-

ing outside options of its members when bargaining in any other coalition. The profile of

binding outside options is then defined recursively: Given the binding outside options al-

ready pinned down, the fact that the Nash bargaining solution generates pairwise-aligned

preferences over coalitions implies that there is a coalition that gives the highest Nash bar-

gaining share among all the possible coalitions to all of its members subject to these outside

options, and these are the binding outside options of its members when bargaining in any

other coalition.

The recursive algorithm just sketched pins down both which coalitions form and how the

4Pycia (2012) shows that a sharing rule generates a stable coalitional structure if and only if it generates

pairwise-aligned preferences over coalitions.
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resulting gains from trade are shared—as bargaining frictions vanish—in the stationary per-

fect equilibrium of the strategic bargaining game. In particular, the coalitions that form can

be organized into tiers, with output in each coalition shared according to the Nash bargain-

ing solution, and the binding outside options determined in higher tiers. Hence, marginal

productivity and preference shocks propagate—via agents’ outside options—from higher to

lower tiers, but not vice versa. For example, consider a setting with homogenous buyers,

and two types of sellers, with high and low costs, respectively, who enter a market over time

in such a way that each buyer can always find sellers of both types to bargain with, and

vice versa. Then, the first-tier matches consist of buyers and low-cost sellers, and the Nash

bargaining solution in such matches determines the price at which all the sellers trade. In

particular, a marginal shock to the cost of low-cost sellers affects this price, but a marginal

shock to the cost of the high-cost sellers doesn’t—because the buyers’ outside options bind

when bargaining with high-cost sellers, and these outside options are determined by the

Nash bargaining solution in the matches between buyers and low-cost sellers.

The qualitative predictions of this theory contrast with standard models of coalition for-

mation that build on the Nash bargaining solution. For example, Pycia (2012, p. 347) illus-

trates how a holdup problem typically emerges in these models:

Inflexible sharing of output leads to holdup in coalition formation. For instance,

consider the setting in which agents share output in Nash bargaining with con-

stant bargaining powers. An agent may be better off with a lower rather than

a higher bargaining power—other things held equal—when a low bargaining

power allows him or her to form a highly productive coalition, while a high

bargaining power makes formation of such a productive coalition impossible by

lowering the payoffs of its members below their outside options.

By allowing the Nash bargaining solution in each coalition to be sensitive to its members’

endogenous outside options, the theory of coalition formation described in this paper does

not exhibit this holdup problem. Indeed, I show that a type’s payoff cannot decrease when

its bargaining power increases.5 Interestingly, however, in contrast to the Nash bargaining

solution in a fixed coalition with exogenous outside options, a type’s payoff may strictly

decrease when the bargaining power of some of the other types decreases. Intuitively, the

bargaining power of type i can determine the outside options of some of type j’s partners,

5Here I use the term “bargaining power” in the sense of the quote above. In the present setting, an agent’s

bargaining power is inversely proportional to her risk aversion.
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and the outside options of the partners of some of j’s partners, and so on—and hence end

up affecting type j’s bargaining power in either direction.

Moreover, the theory of coalition formation described in this paper does not necessarily

predict that agents match assortatively. This contrasts with the framework of Pycia (2012),

who shows that, when agents’ preferences over coalitions are generated by the Nash bar-

gaining solution (with exogenous outside options), the notion of stability—in the sense of

the core—implies that agents match in a positive assortative way with respect to their pro-

ductivity and their risk aversion. Intuitively, the fact that, in the present setting, agents can

effectively commit to honoring others’ endogenous outside options implies that they take

some of the others’ payoffs as given—which weakens their incentives to match assortatively.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: I describe the model in section 1, and its

essentially-unique stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium in section 2. Then, in section 3,

I describe the connection between the limit of this equilibrium as the bargaining frictions

vanish and the Nash bargaining solution, and I characterize the resulting Nash bargaining

solution with endogenous outside options. Finally, I further discuss the contribution of this

paper in the context of the related literature in section 4, and I conclude in section 5.

1 Bargaining Game Γ

There are n different types of agents, and a continuum of agents of each type. I denote the set

of types by I . Different coalitions of agents can produce different amounts of perfectly divis-

ible output (e.g. money). There is an upper bound on how many agents of a given type are

productive in any coalition. Indeed, for simplicity, I assume that each coalition containing at

least one agent of each type in C ⊆ I produces y(C) > 0 units of output when it forms.6 The

preferences of each agent of type i are represented by the von-Neumann Morgenstern util-

ity function ui, which is a concave, strictly increasing, and twice-continuously differentiable

function of the amount of output that she obtains, with ui(0) normalized to 0.

Bargaining occurs in discrete periods t = 1, 2, . . . . In each period, there is a finite measure

of agents in the market, which I refer to as the active agents. Each period is divided into the

6The fact that the output of each coalition does not depend on whether it contains one or more agents of a

given type is without loss of generality, because types can always be defined so that this property holds. For

example, suppose that there is only one type, and that coalitions of one and two agents of this type produce 1

and 2 units of output, respectively. This can be captured by letting there be two types, with coalitions consisting

of an agent of any one of these types producing 1 unit of output, and coalitions containing both of these types

producing 2 units of output.
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following three stages:

Stage 1. Exogenous Entry. A positive-measure set of agents of each type enter the market.7 The

set of active agents in this period consists of the agents that enter this period together

with the agents that were active but did not trade in the previous period.

Stage 2. Proposals and Responses. Each active agent is selected to be a proposer with probabil-

ity p. The proposers then move simultaneously: Each proposer of each type i chooses

one coalition C ⊆ I containing i, and proposes a split of the corresponding output

among its members. For each such proposal, one agent of each type in C − i is then

selected at random from the set of active agents, and these agents decide in (a pre-

specified) order whether to accept or reject; if all of them accept, then this coalition

forms (and its members leave the market with the agreed shares); otherwise, its mem-

bers stay active for the next period (as do all the active agents that are neither proposers

nor receivers of an offer in this period).8

Stage 3. Probabilistic breakdown. The market breaks down with probability 0 < q < 1, in

which case the game ends, and each agent that is yet to trade obtains zero units of

output.

In order to ensure that there are enough active agents of each type such that every pro-

file of proposed coalitions is feasible in every period, I assume that the measure of the set

of entrants of each type is bounded below by some arbitrary number ε > 0, and that the

proposer probability p is bounded above by nε, which is an upper bound on the measure of

agents of any given type that are part of a proposed coalition in any given period. The game

is common knowledge, and each agent has perfect information about all the events preced-

ing any of her decision nodes. The strategy of each agent specifies the offer that she makes

following any history at which she is selected to be a proposer, and her response following

any history at which she is selected to accept or reject a proposal. A strategy profile is a sta-

tionary subgame-perfect equilibrium if it induces a Nash equilibrium in the subgame following

every history, and if no agent’s strategy conditions on the history of the game except—in

the case of a response—on the going proposal. I often refer to a stationary subgame-perfect

equilibrium simply as an equilibrium.

7The measures of these sets of exogenous entrants need not be stationary nor equal across types. As a

result, the measure of active agents need not be stationary nor equal among types either.
8The agents in each proposed coalition are selected at random in such a way that each of them is in at most

one such coalition. For simplicity, all the first responders move simultaneously, then all the second-responders

move simultaneously, and so on. The order in which agents respond is not relevant for the results.
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2 Equilibrium Characterization

The objective of this section is to characterize the equilibrium of the bargaining game Γ.

2.1 Outline of the Argument

I start in subsection 2.2 by deriving the system (3) that characterizes an equilibrium payoff

profile.9 Intuitively, in equilibrium each proposer obtains as much output as she can given

the amount that she has to offer to each agent in order for him to accept—which is, in turn,

the amount that leaves him indifferent between (i) accepting and (ii) rejecting and waiting to

be the proposer. In the remaining subsections, I show that this system has a unique solution,

and I characterize it.

In subsection 2.3, I analyze an auxiliary bargaining game in a fixed coalition with ex-

ogenous outside options (similar to the one studied in Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky

(1986), for example). Informally, the equilibrium prediction in this auxiliary game answers

the following question.10

Question 2.1. What is the payoff of an agent of type ` in a coalition C ⊆ I when all the types in

C − ` have outside options given by some exogenous profile x?

Intuitively, Question 2.1 is similar to the questions that the agents must ask in the equilib-

rium of the bargaining game Γ in order to decide which coalition to propose and which offers

to accept—with agents’ outside options given by the equilibrium payoff profile. There is one

important difference, however. By definition, in the equilibrium of the bargaining game Γ,

every agent accepts an offer that gives her at least her equilibrium payoff. In contrast, in the

auxiliary game that I describe to answer Question 2.1, every agent of type j rejects every of-

fer that gives her less than her outside option xj—but the amount that she must be offered in

order for her to accept is determined endogenously. In particular, this amount can be strictly

bigger than xj . In other words, the exogenous outside options in Question 2.1 act only as

lower bounds on agents’ payoffs. As I explain below, this allows me to build a solution to sys-

tem (3) from the equilibrium prediction in this auxiliary game. Despite these differences, in

subsection 2.4 I show that the set of payoff profiles that solve system (3) can be characterized

using the equilibrium prediction in the auxiliary game. In particular, I show that a payoff

9I often slightly abuse terminology by referring to the amount of output that an agent is indifferent between

accepting and rejecting in equilibrium as her “equilibrium payoff.”
10For clarity, I often write C − ` for C\{`}, etc.
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profile x solves system (3) if and only if, for each type i, xi is the biggest payoff of type i

across all coalitions—in the sense of Question 2.1—when the profile of outside options is

given by x. I say that a payoff profile is consistent if it satisfies this property.

In subsection 2.5, I provide the final piece of the equilibrium characterization argument:

I describe an iterative procedure that constructs a consistent payoff profile, and I show that

this is in fact the unique consistent payoff profile. This procedure can be seen as a modifica-

tion and generalization of the procedure described by Chatterjee, Dutta, Ray, and Sengupta

(1993), and is reminiscent of the top trading cycle algorithm (e.g. Shapley and Scarf 1974). In

the first step k = 1, the outside option of each type is zero, and it remains zero until it is

updated, as follows. In each step k = 1, 2, . . . , each type points to the coalition C ⊆ I that

gives her the highest share—in the sense of Question 2.1—given the current outside option

profile. A coalition that is such that all its members whose current outside option is zero

point to it (crucially, there is always at least one such coalition) “clears,” and the outside

option of each of its members is updated to be her corresponding share in this coalition. The

procedure ends as soon as the outside option of all types has been updated, which occurs

after finitely many steps, and the resulting outside option profile is the unique consistent

payoff profile.

Finally, I conclude this section in subsection 2.6 by discussing how the fact that the pro-

cedure just sketched characterizes the equilibrium implies that (i) the coalitions that form in

equilibrium can be organized into tiers, with output in each coalition shared as predicted by

the auxiliary game that answers Question 2.1, and the binding outside options determined

in higher tiers, and (ii) the equilibrium has natural comparative statics.

2.2 System of Equations that Characterizes the Equilibrium Payoffs

Consider a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium of the bargaining game Γ. For each type

i, let wi be the amount that an agent of type i is indifferent between accepting and rejecting

in any given period. The maximum amount that an agent of type i can obtain when she is

the proposer is

(1) max
C⊆I

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

wj

)
,

since, on the equilibrium path, each agent of type j accepts every offer that gives her exactly

wj (otherwise, the proposer would have no best response). For each type i, we have that

y(i) > 0, so the quantity in (1) is strictly positive. Hence, each proposer makes an acceptable
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offer.11 Given that the equilibrium offers leave the receivers indifferent between accepting

and rejecting, we have that

ui(wi) = q ui(0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
breakdown utility

+(1− q)ui

[
p

(
max
C⊆I

[
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

wj

])
︸ ︷︷ ︸

proposer utility

+(1− p) ui(wi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
non-proposer utility

]
,

or, recalling that ui(0) is normalized to 0, and rearranging terms,

ui(wi) = λui

(
max
C⊆I

[
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

wj

])
for all i in I ,(2)

where λ := p(1−q)
p(1−q)+q ∈ (0, 1). Using the function fi defined in Definition 2.1, system (2) is

equivalent to

(3) fi(wi) = max
C⊆I

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

wj

)
for all i in I.

Definition 2.1. For each type i, let the function fi : R→ R be (implicitly) defined by

ui(wi) = λui(fi(wi)).

In words, fi(wi) is the amount that an agent of type i gets as a proposer that is consistent

with her being indifferent between accepting and rejecting the amount wi (when she is not

the proposer). The fact that the utility function ui is strictly increasing ensures that fi is well

defined and, since λ < 1, that fi(wi) > wi. For example, when the utility function of type i

is ui(x) = x1/α, for some α > 0, we have that fi(x) = x/λα, so that, for every value of x, the

difference between fi(x) and x increases with the concavity of ui, as measured by α. Figure 1

illustrates this definition.

The observation that system (3) characterizes the equilibrium payoff profile w of the bar-

gaining game Γ is intuitive: When proposing, each agent gets the maximum that she can

obtain in some coalition given the amount wj of output that she has to offer to each agent

of type j in order to induce him to accept. Now the question arises of whether there always

exists a solution to (3), and whether there can be more than one solution to this system. I

devote the rest of this section to showing that the answers are yes and no, respectively, and

to characterize the resulting unique equilibrium payoff profile.
11Indeed, letting Vi and Wi be be the expected utility of an agent of type i when she is and is not selected

to be the proposer, respectively, we have that Wi = (1 − q)(pVi + (1 − p)Wi), so Vi > 0 implies that Wi < Vi.

Hence, every agent is strictly worse off by delaying.
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wi fi(wi)

ui

λui

Figure 1: Illustration of the definition of the function fi (Definition 2.1).

2.3 Auxiliary Game: Bargaining in a Fixed Coalition with Exogenous

Outside Options

In this section I characterize the equilibrium in an auxiliary game in which (i) only one

coalition is productive and (ii) agents have exogenous outside options (Definition 2.2). This

equilibrium provides the basis for building the equilibrium of the bargaining game Γ.

Definition 2.2. For any type `, any coalition C ⊆ I containing type `, and any payoff profile

x in RC satisfying the feasibility constraint
∑

j∈C−` xj < y(C), the bargaining game Γ(`, C,x)

is defined exactly as the bargaining game Γ with the following two modifications. First, the

output y(D) of each coalitionD 6= C is reduced to 0. Second, at the end of each period, every

active agent of type j ∈ C − ` can opt to leave the market and obtain xj units of output.

Consider a stationary subgame-perfect equilibrium of the game Γ(`, C,x). For each type

i in C, let vi be the amount that an agent of type i is indifferent between accepting and

rejecting in any given period. The argument analogous to the one in subsection 2.2 implies

that the profile v must satisfy

(4)
f`(v`) = y(C)−

∑
j∈C−` vj, and

fi(vi) = max
[
fi(xi), y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i vj

]
for all i in C − `.

The fact that there is only one relevant type of coalition in the bargaining game Γ(`, C,x)

substantially simplifies the system that pins down the equilibrium payoffs. Indeed, Lemma 2.1

uses a relatively direct argument to show that these payoffs are unique. The proof of Lemma 2.1

uses a generalization of standard arguments in the literature (see for example Ray (2007),

Chapter 7) to the setting without perfectly transferable utility considered in this paper. Be-

fore presenting this result, I derive Equation 5 and Equation 6, which partially characterize

the solution of system (4) and will prove useful in the subsequent analysis.
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Let the profile v in RC be a solution to system (4). The fact that each function fi is increas-

ing implies that vj ≥ xj for each type j different than `, and hence that

f`(v`) = y(C)−
∑
j∈C

vj ≤ y(C)−
∑
j∈C−`

xj.(5)

Intuitively, Equation 5 says that the amount that an agent of type ` gets when she is the

proposer in the auxiliary game Γ(`, C,x) is bounded above by the available net output in

the coalition C after giving to each of its members his outside option. Moreover, the fact

that, by definition, fi(vi) ≥ y(C) −
∑

j∈C−i vj with equality for all types i with vi > xi,

implies that

f`(v`)− v` ≤ fi(vi)− vi with equality for all i with vi > xi.(6)

In words, Equation 6 says that the difference between the amount that an agent of type ` gets

when she is the proposer and when she is the receiver in the auxiliary game Γ(`, C,x) is the

same as the difference between the amount that an agent of any other type i gets when she

is the proposer and when she is the receiver, unless type i’s outside option binds, in which

case the former is smaller than the latter.

Lemma 2.1. There exists a unique profile v in RC that solves system (4).

Proof. Existence follows from Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. To prove uniqueness, suppose for

contradiction that there are two profiles v,v′ that solve system (4). Define S to be the set of

all types for which these two solutions differ; that is, S := {i ∈ I | vi 6= v′i}. Let i be one of the

elements of the set S for which fi(vi)− vi is highest, and suppose without loss of generality

that fi(vi) − vi is an upper bound on
{
fj(v

′
j)− v′j

}
j∈S . The concavity of the utility function

ui implies that the function fi(vi) − vi is increasing in vi (see Figure 1), so we also have that

vi > v′i. Moreover we have that

(7) fi(vi) = y(C)−
∑
j∈C−i

vj,

since otherwise, i 6= ` and vi = xi (see Equation 6), which contradicts the fact that v′i ≥ xi. In

particular, fi(vi)− vi = f`(v`)− v`, so Equation 6 implies

fj(vj)− vj ≥ fi(vi)− vi for all j in C.(8)

Given the choice of type i, Equation 8 implies that

fj(vj)− vj ≥ fj(v
′
j)− v′j for all j in C,
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or, using again that fj(vj)−vj is increasing in vj , that vj ≥ v′j . But then, Equation 7 combined

with the fact that the function fi is increasing and, by definition,

fi(v
′
i) ≥ y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

v′j

implies that v′i ≥ vi, a contradiction.

Lemma 2.1 allows the definition of type `’s x-share in coalition C, which is a formal answer

to Question 2.1 and plays a central role in the analysis. Example 2.1 illustrates this concept.

Definition 2.3. For any type `, any profile x in RI and any coalition C ⊆ I satisfying the

feasibility condition
∑

j∈C−` xj ≤ y(C), type `’s x-share in C is the `th element of the profile v

in RC that satisfies system (4).

Example 2.1. A coalition C of three types of agents, labelled 1, 2 and 3, can produce 100 units

of output. Type i has utility function ui(x) = x1/i. Letting ` = 1 and the profile of outside

options x be such that xi = 20 for each type i, Equation 4 in this case reads as follows:

v1/λ = 100− v2 − v3,
v2/λ

2 = max [20, 100− v1 − v3] ,
v3/λ

3 = max [20, 100− v1 − v2] .

When the breakdown probability q and the proposer probability p are 1/103 and 1/3, respec-

tively, λ is approximately .96, and the (approximate) solution to this system is v1 = 53, v2 =

27 and v5 = 20. Hence, in this case, the only outside option that binds in this auxiliary game

is that of type 3 (the most risk averse type), and type 1’s x-share in C is approximately 53.

This example illustrates the fact that agents’ outside options enter as lower bounds on their

equilibrium payoffs in this auxiliary game: While type 2’s outside option is 20, each agent of

type 2 won’t accept offers that give her less than 27. This is because type 2’s relevant outside

option in this game is determined endogenously: By waiting to be the proposer, each agent

of type 2 can obtain approximately 27 units of output.

2.4 Consistency and Equilibrium

I now turn to proving Proposition 2.1, which implies that a profilew in RI is an equilibrium

payoff profile in the bargaining game Γ if and only it is consistent, as defined in Definition 2.5.

Definition 2.4. For any type ` and any profile x in RI , type `’s x-best share is her maximum

x-share over all coalitions, and her x-best coalitions are those coalitions C ⊆ I for which her

x-share in C is her x-best share.
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Definition 2.5. The payoff profile x in RI is consistent if, for every type i, xi is i’s x-best share.

Proposition 2.1. A profile x in RI solves system (3) if and only if it is consistent.

Proof. Let the profile x in RI be such that, for every type i, xi is i’s x-best share, and let ` be

in I . Recalling Equation 5, we have that

f`(x`) ≤ max
C⊆I

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−`

xj

)
,

so we only need to show that there exists a coalition C ⊆ I with f`(x`) ≥ y(C) −
∑

j∈C−` xj ,

but this is satisfied by `’s x-best coalition. Indeed, let C be `’s x-best coalition, and suppose

for contradiction that f`(x`) < y(C) −
∑

j∈C−` xj . This implies that the profile w in RC that

solves system (4) is such that w` = x` (by the assumption that x` is `’s x-best share), and that

wi > xi for some type i in C − ` (otherwise, y(C) −
∑

j∈C−` xj is equal to y(C) −
∑

j∈C−`wj ,

which by definition is itself equal to f`(x`), a contradiction). Hence, the same profile w

solves system (4) after interchanging the roles of i and ` in this system, a contradiction of the

assumption that xi is i’s x-best share.

In the other direction, suppose that the profile x in RI solves system (3). Let ` in I and

C ⊆ I be such that f`(x`) = y(C) −
∑

j∈C−` xj. First, note that `’s x-share z` in any coalition

D 6= C is bounded above by x`, since, using Equation 5,

f`(z`) ≤ y(D)−
∑
j∈D−`

xj ≤ y(C)−
∑
j∈C−`

xj = f`(x`).

Hence, it is enough to show that `’s x-share in C is bounded below by x`. Let the profilew in

RC solve system (4). Suppose for contradiction thatw` < x`. Then, f`(w`) < y(C)−
∑

j∈C−` xj ,

which implies that wj > xj for some type j in C. Using Equation 6, the fact that f`(w`)− w`
is increasing in w`, and x solves system (3), we get

fj(wj)− wj = f`(w`)− w` < f`(x`)− x` = y(C)−
∑
j∈C

xj ≤ fj(xj)− xj

which implies that wj < xj , a contradiction.

2.5 Construction of the Unique Consistent Payoff Profile

Proposition 2.2 shows that the algorithm A defined below (Definition 2.6) computes the

unique consistent payoff profile. Informally, this algorithm runs as follows: The initial out-

side option profile is x0 = 0. In each step k = 1, 2, . . . , the outside option profile is xk−1,

13



and each type points to her xk−1-best coalitions. A coalition that is such that all of its mem-

bers j with xk−1j = 0 point to it “clears,” and the outside option xkj of each of its members is

updated to be her xk−1-best share in this coalition.

Definition 2.6 (Algorithm A). Let x0 = 0 ∈ RI and X0 = ∅. Proceed inductively as follows.

In each step k = 1, 2, . . . :

1. Let Sk be the set of all types in I −Xk−1 that are members of some coalition that is an

xk−1-best coalition of all its members in I −Xk−1.

2. For each type i in Sk, let xki be her xk−1-best share; for each other type j, let xkj = xk−1j .

3. Let Xk be the union of Xk−1 and Sk.

End in the first step κ for which Sκ is empty, and let χ := xκ.

Before formally stating and proving that the profile χ defined by algorithm A is the

unique consistent payoff profile (Proposition 2.2), I illustrate algorithmAwith the following

example.

Example 2.2. There are five types, labelled 1 to 5. The utility function of type i is ui(x) =

x1/i, and the breakdown probability q and the proposer probability p are 1/103 and 1/5,

respectively. There are three productive types of coalitions:

Coalition {1, 3, 5} {1, 2} {4, 5}
Output 60 40 20

In this example, algorithm A runs as follows. In the first step, let x0 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), compute

each type’s x0-share in each coalition, and identify the coalitions that give the highest x0-

share to all its members. The following table gives each type’s x0-share in each coalition,

and highlights in boldface each type’s x0-best share.

Coalition {1, 3, 5} {1, 2} {4,5}
type 1’s x0-share 39 27 −
type 2’s x0-share 13 −
type 3’s x0-share 13 − −
type 4’s x0-share − − 11

type 5’s x0-share 8 − 9

The only coalition that gives the highest x0-share to all its members is coalition {4, 5} (let

me emphasize that the fact that there exists one such coalition is not a coincidence: There
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always exists at least one such a coalition). Update these types’ outside options accordingly,

to get x1 = (0, 0, 0, 11, 9). In the second step, compute each type’s x1-share in each coalition,

and identify the coalitions that give the highest x1-share to all its members j with x1j = 0.

The following table gives the x1-share in each relevant coalition of each type whose outside

option has not yet been updated, and highlights in boldface each type’s x1-best share.

Coalition {1,3,5} {1, 2}
type 1’s x0-share 38 27

type 2’s x0-share − 14

type 3’s x0-share 13 −

The only coalition that gives the highest x1-share to all its members with zero outside op-

tions is coalition {1, 3, 5}, so updating these types’ outside options accordingly, gives x2 =

(38, 0, 13, 11, 9). Finally, in the third step, only the outside option of type 2 is yet to be up-

dated. Update her outside option to be her x2-best share, to obtain the final outside option

profile (38, 2, 13, 11, 9). Proposition 2.2 implies that this is the unique consistent payoff pro-

file in this example.

Proposition 2.2. The payoff profile χ defined by algorithm A is the unique consistent profile.

Proof. The fact that algorithm A updates each type’s outside option at most once, and such

updates only increase types’ outside options, implies that both the χ-best share and the χ-

best coalitions of each type in Sk, for each k ≤ κ, are exactly as her xk-best share and her

xk-best coalitions. This implies, in turn, that χ is consistent as long as Xκ = I . The rest of

this proof consists of showing that Xκ is equal to I and that every consistent profile gives χi
to each type i.

First, I prove by induction in k that Sk is empty only if Xk−1 is equal to I (so that Xκ

is equal to I). Let k be such that Xk−1 is a strict subset of I (this induction hypothesis is

vacuously true when k = 1, so there is no need to prove the base step separately). Denoting,

for each coalition C, agent i’s xk−1-share in C by xCi , by definition, there exists a number

µC such that fi(xCi ) − xCi is equal to µC for every agent i in C − Xk−1. A coalition D with

maximum µD (among those coalitions C such that C − Xk−1 is nonempty) is an xk−1-best

coalition of all types in C − Xk−1, since the fact that ui is concave implies that fi(xi) − xi is

increasing in xi (see Figure 1).

Second, I prove by induction in k that, for each k ≤ κ, every consistent profile gives xki
to each type i in Sk (so that χ is the only possible consistent profile). Let x be a consistent

payoff profile. Let k be such that xi is equal to xk−1i for each agent i in Xk−1 (again, this
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Figure 2: Illustration of the equilibrium of Example 2.2. The arrow from a number i to a coali-

tion C indicates that type i proposes coalition C when she is the proposer. The associated

number is approximately the amount that type i obtains when she is the proposer—which

is also approximately the amount that she is offered in equilibrium.

induction hypothesis is vacuously true when k = 1, so there is no need to prove the base

step separately). Let C be a coalition that is an xk−1-best coalition of all its members in

I−Xk−1. Suppose for contradiction that, for some i in C−Xk−1, xi is strictly smaller than i’s

xk−1-share in C (the induction hypothesis together with fact that algorithm A only updates

outside options upwards implies that xi cannot be strictly bigger than i’s xk−1-share in C).

This implies that i’s x-share in C is strictly smaller than i’s xk−1-share in C which implies,

in turn, that for some j in C −Xk−1, xj is strictly bigger than j’s xk−1-share in C (that is, j’s

xk−1-best share), which, as just argued, contradicts the induction hypothesis.

The fact that the profile χ is consistent implies that, for each type i, we have that fi(χi) ≥
y(C) −

∑
j∈C−i χj with equality only for a coalition C that is i’s χ-best coalition. Hence, it

follows from Proposition 2.1 and the discussion of subsection 2.2 that, in the equilibrium of

the bargaining game Γ, each agent always proposes one of herχ-best coalitions and offers its

member of type j his equilibrium payoff χj (who accepts). For instance, in the equilibrium of

Example 2.2, types 4 and 5 always propose that coalition {4, 5} forms, types 1 and 3 always

propose that coalition {1, 3, 5} forms, and type 2 always proposes that coalition {1, 2} forms,

and the corresponding amounts are given by the payoff profile (38, 2, 13, 11, 9). Figure 2

illustrates this equilibrium.
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2.6 Tier Structure and Comparative Statics

The above characterization of the equilibrium payoff profile χ of the bargaining Γ implies

that the types of coalitions that form in equilibrium can be organized into tiers, in a way

that output in each coalition is shared as predicted by the auxiliary game described in sub-

section 2.3, with the binding outside options determined in higher tiers. This implies that

shocks propagate—via agents’ outside options—from higher to lower tiers, but not vice

versa.

The first-tier coalitions are those coalitions C ⊆ I that are a χ-best coalition of all its mem-

bers. Note that there is always at least one such coalition. In particular, every coalition that

is identified as a 0-best coalition of all its members in the first step of algorithm A is in the

first tier (but coalitions identified in later steps of algorithm A can also be in the first tier).

The first-tier types are those that are members of a first-tier coalition.

Proceeding inductively, after having identified the coalitions in the `th tier, for ` = 1, 2, . . . , k−
1, a coalition C ⊆ I is in the kth tier if and only if it contains at least one (k − 1)th-tier type

and is a χ-best coalition of all its members who are not in the first, second, . . . , or (k − 1)th

tier. If there are no such coalitions, all the types of coalitions that form in equilibrium are in

the tiers above. The kth-tier types are those that are in a kth-tier coalition and are not in any

`th-tier coalition, for any ` < k. For instance, in Example 2.2, the coalitions {4, 5}, {1, 3, 5}
and {1, 2} are in the first, second and third tiers, respectively, and types 4 and 5 are in the

first tier, types 1 and 3 are in the second tier, and type 2 is the third tier (Figure 2 illustrates).

This tier structure implies that a type’s equilibrium payoff is not affected by preference

and productivity shocks that only hit coalitions and types in lower tiers (as long as these

shocks are sufficiently small so that they do not change the equilibrium tier structure). For

instance, in Example 2.2, a small increase in the output of coalition {1, 3, 5} does not affect

the equilibrium payoffs of types 4 and 5, since these are determined by bilateral bargaining

in the first-tier coalition {4, 5} (without binding outside options). Such a shock does increase,

however, the payoffs of types 1 and 3, which are determined by bargaining in the second-

tier coalition {1, 3, 5}, and hence it decreases the payoff of type 2, which is in the third-tier

coalition {1, 2}.

More generally, the characterization of the equilibrium of the game Γ described in this

section implies that each type’s equilibrium payoff χi is nondecreasing in the output y(C) of

each coalition that she is part of, and nonincreasing in her own risk aversion.12 To see this,

12Say that type i is more risk averse than type j if there exists an increasing and concave function g such that

ui = g ◦ uj .
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fix a coalition C ⊆ I and a type i in C. It follows from the construction of the algorithm A
and from Proposition 2.2 that a decrease in the output y(C) or an increase in type i’s risk

aversion cannot decrease the outside option xkj of any type j at the step k step at which χi

is defined, which implies that type i’s equilibrium payoff χi can only decrease after such a

shock.

3 Nash Bargaining with Endogenous Outside Options

This section leverages the characterization of the equilibrium of the bargaining game Γ of

the previous section to describe the limit of this equilibrium as the breakdown probability q

vanishes. The strategy of characterizing the equilibrium using the auxiliary game described

in subsection 2.3 pays off at this point, because it follows from standard results in the litera-

ture that the equilibrium of this auxiliary game converges to the Nash bargaining solution,

with outside options entering as lower bounds on payoffs (e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein, and

Wolinsky, 1986, Proposition 6). This allows to understand the equilibrium of the bargaining

game Γ in terms of the Nash bargaining solution.

3.1 Equilibrium of the Game Γ as the Bargaining Frictions Vanish

This section contains the main result of this paper, Theorem 3.1, which shows that the equi-

librium payoff profilew in the game Γ converges—as the bargaining frictions vanish—to the

unique payoff profile that gives each agent her maximum Nash bargaining payoff subject to

the others’ outside options. Definition 3.1 and Definition 3.2 are the analogs of Definition 2.3,

Definition 2.4 and Definition 2.5 in the limit as the breakdown probability q goes to zero.

Definition 3.1. For each profile x in RI , each coalition C ⊆ I and each ` in C, let type `’s

x-Nash share in C be the amount z` corresponding to the unique profile z in

argmax
s∈RC

∏
j∈C

uj(sj) s.t. y(C) ≥
∑
j∈C

sj and sj ≥ xj for all j ∈ C − `.(9)

when (9) is well defined, and 0 otherwise. Each type’s x-Nash best share is her maximum x-

Nash share over all coalitions, and her x-Nash best coalitions are those coalitions C for which

her x-Nash share in C is her x-Nash best share.

In words, type `’s x-Nash share in a coalition C is the her Nash bargaining share in this

coalition when the other members of this coalition have outside options given by the profile
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x. Type `’s x-Nash best share is then her maximum x-Nash share over all coalitions. Propo-

sition 3.1 is an instance of the celebrated connection between strategic bargaining and the

Nash bargaining solution. It states that the unique consistent payoff profile converges to a

Nash-consistent profile, defined as follows. The proof of Proposition 3.1 is essentially the same

as the analogous result in Osborne and Rubinstein (1990, Proposition 4.2), but I provide it

for completeness.

Definition 3.2. A profile x in RI is Nash consistent if, for every type `, x` is `’s x-Nash best

share.

Proposition 3.1. As the breakdown probability q goes to zero, the unique consistent payoff profile

converges to a Nash-consistent payoff profile.

Proof. It is enough to show that, for every x in RI and C ⊆ I such that y(C) ≥
∑

j∈C−` xj , the

payoff profile that solves system (4) converges, as q goes to zero, to the payoff profile that

solves

max
s∈RC

∏
j∈C

uj(sj) s.t. y(C) ≥
∑
j∈C

sj and sj ≥ xj for all j ∈ C − `.

Indeed, if this is the case, then letting x(q) be the consistent payoff profile associated with

the breakdown probability q, for each type i, xi(q) converges to i’s x(q)-Nash best share.

Using Definition 2.1, system (4) can be rewritten as

u`(v`) = λu`

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−` vj

)
, and

ui(vi) = max
[
ui(xi), λui

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i vj

)]
for all i ∈ C − `.

Fix a type i in C, and let v′i be such that ui(v′i) = λui

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i vj

)
. It is enough to

show that (v′i, v`) converges to the maximizer of u`(s`)ui(si) over the set

S =

{
(si, s`) ∈ R2 | si + s` = y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i−`

vj

}
.

Indeed, this implies that the solution of system (4) maximizes—in the limit as the bargaining

frictions vanish—the product of all the utilities of types in C whose outside options do not

bind in this coalition. In other words, this solution converges to the solution of system (9).

By definition, for each type j and each number a, we have that fj(a) converges to a as q

goes to zero. Moreover, we have that

ui(fi(v
′
i))u`(v`) = ui(v

′
i)u`(f`(v`)) = λui

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−i

vj

)
u`

(
y(C)−

∑
j∈C−`

vj

)
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u`(s`)
u`(v`) u`(f`(v`))

ui(v
′
i)

ui(fi(v
′
i)) U

ui(si)u`(s`) = constantui(si)

Figure 3: Illustration of the proof of Proposition 3.1. The graph U corresponds to the set of

utility pairs {(ui(si), u`(s`) | s ∈ S}. This figure is the analog of Figure 4.2 in Osborne and

Rubinstein (1990).

so (v′i, v`) indeed converges to the maximizer of u`(s`)ui(si) over the set S. Figure 3 illustrates.

I now describe how a reasoning analogous to the one that shows that there exists a unique

consistent payoff profile implies that there is also a unique Nash-consistent payoff profile.

Proposition 3.2 is the analog of Proposition 2.2: It shows that algorithm A? (Definition 3.3)

computes the unique Nash-consistent payoff profile. This algorithm is analogous to algo-

rithm A using the notion of x-Nash-best payoffs and x-Nash-best coalitions instead of x-

best payoffs and x-best coalitions.

Definition 3.3 (Algorithm A?). Let x0 = 0 ∈ RI and X0 = ∅. Proceed inductively as follows.

In step k = 1, 2, . . . :

1. Let Sk be the set of all types in I −Xk−1 that are members of some coalition that is an

xk−1-Nash best coalition of all its members in I −Xk−1.

2. For each type i in Sk, let xki be her xk−1-Nash best share; for each other type j, let

xkj = xk−1j .

3. Let Xk be the union of Xk−1 and Sk.

End in the first step κ for which Sκ is empty, and let χ? := xκ.

Proposition 3.2 is analogous to Proposition 2.2.

Proposition 3.2. The payoff profileχ? defined by algorithmA? is the unique Nash-consistent profile.
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The only part of the proof of Proposition 3.2 that differs from the proof of Proposition 2.2

is the reasoning behind the fact that, for each step k with Xk 6= I , Sk is not empty. The

argument in this case is analogous to that in Pycia (2012, pages 330-331).13 Denoting, for

each coalition C, type i’s xk−1-Nash share by xCi , and letting u′i denote the derivative of the

utility function ui, we have that ui(xCi )/u′i(x
C
i ) is the same for every type i inC−Xk−1; denote

by µC this common value. A coalition C with maximum µC is the xk−1-best coalition of all

its members outside of Xk−1, since each type’s xk−1-Nash share in C is increasing in µC .

Theorem 3.1 follows from combining Proposition 2.1, Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2,

and it culminates the equilibrium characterization of the bargaining game Γ in the limit as

the bargaining frictions vanish.

Theorem 3.1. As the breakdown probability q goes to 0, the unique profile that solves system (2)

converges to the unique Nash-consistent payoff profile χ? constructed by algorithm A?.

In words, in the equilibrium of the game Γ, when bargaining frictions are small enough,

each agent’s equilibrium payoff is the maximum that she can justify in some coalition using

the Nash bargaining solution subject to the others’ equilibrium payoffs.

3.2 Discussion

Theorem 3.1 can also be interpreted as follows. For each type ` and each coalition C ⊆ I ,

let the outside option xC` of type ` in the coalition C be her highest χ?-Nash share among all

the coalitions D ⊆ I other than C (this is her χ?-Nash best share unless C is her χ?-Nash best

coalition). For instance, recall that the Example 2.2, with coalitional outputs:

Coalition {1, 3, 5} {1, 2} {4, 5}
Output 60 40 20

and where the Nash-consistent payoff profile is (38, 2, 13, 11, 9). The following table gives

the relevant outside options of each coalition in Example 2.2:

13Pycia (2012) uses this argument to illustrate how there exists a stable coalitional structure when coalitional

output is shared according to the Nash bargaining solution (with exogenous outside options).
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Coalition {1, 3, 5} {1, 2} {4,5}
type 1’s outside option 9 38 −
type 2’s outside option − 0 −
type 3’s outside option 0 − −
type 4’s outside option − − 0

type 5’s outside option 9 − 8

Then a coalition C forms in the stationary perfect equilibrium of the strategic bargaining

game Γ—when the exit probability q is small enough—if and only if it is productive enough

to give to each of its members ` its outside option xC` . Moreover, the equilibrium sharing

rule within each such coalition converges to the solution of

argmax
s∈RC

≥0

∏
j∈C

uj(sj) subject to y(C) ≥
∑
j∈C

sj and sj ≥ xCj for all j ∈ C.(10)

where the inequality sj ≥ xCj holds with equality unless the coalition C is j’s χ?-best coali-

tion. As a result, each type i is part of one or more coalitions that form, but—in the limit as

bargaining frictions vanish—she obtains the payoff χ?i in each such coalition. For instance,

in Example 2.2, each coalition is feasible, and the only outside options that bind in their cor-

responding Nash bargaining solutions are that of type 5 in coalition {1, 3, 5} and that of type

1 in coalition {1, 2}.

Hence, the strategic model Γ predicts that—in the limit as the breakdown probability

vanishes—each coalition C that forms shares its output according to the Nash bargaining

solution—with the profile of autarky utilities (which I have normalized to zero) as the dis-

agreement point—subject to the constraint that each of its members receives at least her out-

side option, which is the maximum that she can justify using the Nash bargaining solution

in some other coalition subject to the others’ outside options.

The fact that algorithm A? characterizes the unique Nash-consistent payoff profile im-

plies that this payoff profile has exactly the same tier structure described in subsection 2.6

(Figure 2 illustrates this tier structure in the context of Example 2.2). In particular, each

coalition shares output according to the Nash bargaining solution with the binding outside

options determined in the coalitions that are in the higher tiers (and outside options entering

as prescribed by the outside option principle of Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986)).

Similarly, the same argument as in subsection 2.6 shows that each type’s equilibrium payoff

is nondecreasing in the output of each coalition that it is a member of, and nonincreasing in

its risk aversion.
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3.3 Special Case: Bilateral Matching Markets

An important special case of the setting of this paper is the case of bilateral matching markets,

in which no coalition containing more than two agents is productive. Bilateral matching

markets are the focus, for example, of Rubinstein and Wolinsky (1985), Fraja and Sákovics

(2001), Manea (2011) and Polanski and Vega-Redondo (2018) in the case of stationary mar-

kets, and of Kranton and Minehart (2001), Corominas-Bosch (2004), Polanski (2007), Abreu

and Manea (2012b, 2012a), Elliott and Nava (2018) and Manea (2018b) in the case of non-

stationary markets.

In Talamàs (2018), I show that all the subgame-perfect equilibria of a bargaining game

similar to the restriction of the bargaining game Γ to bilateral matching markets are sta-

tionary. The analogous argument in the context of the present setting shows that, in the

case of bilateral matching markets, the characterization of this paper actually describes the

essentially-unique subgame-perfect equilibrium of the game Γ. This equilibrium can be vi-

sualized by depicting the preferred-trader network, whose node set is the set of types I , and

which has a link from type i to type j if i makes offers to j in equilibrium of the game Γ.

Generically, each type makes offers to only one other type in equilibrium, and each com-

ponent of the preferred-trader network has exactly one cycle, which is of length 2 (that is,

one pair of mutually-preferred traders).14,15 In the language of the present paper, different

non-overlapping tier structures—in the sense that each type is present only one of these

structures—emerge in equilibrium, each with exactly one top-tier match.

These non-overlapping tier structures can be interpreted as corresponding to different

submarkets that form endogenously. In each such submarket, only one pair of types’ pay-

offs are determined by the Nash bargaining solution; all other pairs trade at a price that is

determined—as prescribed by the outside option principle—by one of its members’ outside

options. This suggests that, even in markets in which prices are bargained in each match,

the bargaining outcomes in a handful of matches (the unique top-tier match in each submar-

ket) determine the terms of trade of all the matches. In Talamàs (2018), I characterize how a

networked buyer-seller market endogenously decomposes into different submarkets—with

the law of one price holding within but not across submarkets—and I use it to discuss how

the relevant trading network of a particular good affects its associated price dispersion.

14By “generically”, I mean with probability one if match outputs are drawn from an atomless distribution.
15I say that two types i and j are in the same “component” of the preferred-trader network if there is either

a path from i to j or a path from j to i, or both.
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3.4 Assortative Matching

In the static matching framework of Pycia (2012), agents sort themselves into coalitions ac-

cording to their fear of ruin coefficient (defined as ui(s)/u′i(s), Aumann and Kurz (1977)) and

their productivity.16 In this subsection, I describe how this is not necessarily the case in the

framework of the present paper.

Definition 3.4. Type i has weakly higher fear of ruin coefficient than type j if ui(s)/u′i(s) ≥
uj(s)/u

′
j(s) for all s > 0. Type i has strictly higher fear of ruin coefficient than type j if the

inequality is strict for all s > 0.

Assume that each type i is endowed with a productivity parameter θi, and that, for each

coalition C ⊆ I , the output y(C) is fully determined by the size of this coalition and the pro-

ductivities of all its members, and that it strictly increasing in its members’ productivities.

In particular, if C ′ = C ∪ {i} − {j}, then y(C ′) = y(C) if θi = θj , and y(C ′) > y(C) if θi > θj .

The reasoning analogous to that in Pycia (2012) in the context of the present setting shows

Proposition 3.3 below. In words, agents sort themselves into their χ?-Nash best coalitions—

that is, the coalitions that determine their payoffs—according to their fear of ruin coefficient

and their productivity. The fact that the sharing rule within coalitions in the present setting

is sensitive to its members’ endogenous outside options, however, implies that an agent can

agree to form a coalition that is different from the one that determines her payoffs. As Exam-

ple 3.1 illustrates, this implies that, in general, agents do not sort themselves into coalitions

according to their fear of ruin coefficient and their productivity. This example focuses on

productivity differences, but a similar example can be constructed to show that agents do

not necessarily match assortatively with respect to their fear-of-ruin coefficient either.

Proposition 3.3. Let C1 be both type i1 and type j1’s χ?-Nash-best coalition, and let C2 be both type

i2 and type j2’s χ?-Nash-best coalition. If i1 is weakly more productive and has a weakly higher fear

of ruin coefficient than i2, with at least one of the relations being strict, then it is not possible that j2
is weakly more productive and has a weakly higher fear of ruin coefficient than j2, with at least one of

the relations being strict.

Example 3.1 (No assortative matching). There are four types, 1, 2, 3, 4, with homogeneous

preferences, and productivity that is decreasing in their index. In particular, the coalitional

16As Pycia (2012) discusses, this goes beyond the sorting results of Becker (1973) and the subsequent liter-

ature (e.g. Chade, Eeckhout, and Smith (2017)), which establish supermodularity-type conditions that ensure

that agents sort monotonically in their types.
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outputs are as follows.

Coalition {1, 2} {1, 3} {1, 4} {2, 3} {1} {2}
Output 70 65 60 60 50 40

The first tier consists of the two coalitions {1} and {2}, and the second tier consists of the two

coalitions {1, 4} and {2, 3}. In particular, the least productive type matches with the most

productive type, while the types with intermediate productivities match with each other.

4 Related Literature

This paper is related to two complementary branches of non-cooperative bargaining the-

ory investigating the determinants of prices and allocations in decentralized markets—one

studying strategic bargaining in stationary markets (e.g. Rubinstein and Wolinsky 1985, Gale

1987, Binmore and Herrero 1988, Fraja and Sákovics 2001, Manea 2011, Lauermann 2013,

Nguyen 2015, Polanski and Vega-Redondo forthcoming) and the other one studying strate-

gic bargaining in non-stationary markets (e.g. Chatterjee, Dutta, Ray, and Sengupta 1993,

Moldovanu and Winter 1995, Ray and Vohra 1999, Corominas-Bosch 2004, Gale and Sabourian

2006, Ray 2007, Okada 2011, Abreu and Manea (2012b, 2012a), Elliott and Nava 2018).17

These two lines of research focus on two opposite extremes. On the one hand, in order to

investigate the strategic forces in a steady state of such markets, the former typically as-

sumes that the inflow of traders into the market perfectly matches its outflows. On the other hand,

in order to investigate the consequences of the endogenous evolution of the set of active

traders over time, the latter typically assumes that there are no inflows of traders into the mar-

ket. Hence, roughly speaking, these two lines of research focus on the likely predominant

strategic forces in thick and thin markets, respectively.

This paper is—in spirit—most closely related to the literature on bargaining in stationary

markets. The two main departures from this literature are that (i) I do not assume that the

exogenous inflow of agents into the market exactly matches its endogenous outflow and, (ii)

I allow agents to strategically choose which coalitions to propose. The former departure is a

relaxation of the standard replica assumption—which implies that the market that I study is

not necessarily in steady state. The latter departure is more substantive, since it is essential

to connect the strategic model to the Nash bargaining solution. For example, Nguyen (2015)

uses convex-programming techniques to characterize the perfect equilibrium of a strategic

17Also related, albeit with a somewhat different spirit, is the large literature that builds on legislative bar-

gaining model of Baron and Ferejohn (1989) (e.g. Eraslan 2002, Eraslan and McLennan 2013 and Eraslan 2016).
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bargaining game with transferable utility similar to the one in the present paper in which

coalitions are instead proposed at random and, in each period, its members bargain only

over whether to form the proposed coalition and, if so, their terms of trade. He shows that

the limit equilibrium payoff profile in his setting corresponds to the point in the core that

minimizes the sum of the squares of all the types’ payoffs.18 In contrast, the limit equilibrium

payoff profile in the present paper corresponds to the unique point that gives each agent

her maximum Nash bargaining share—across all possible coalitions—subject to the others’

outside options.

Despite the contrast between the settings under consideration, the strategic forces in

the present paper are most related to those that arise in the literature investigating non-

cooperative bargaining in non-stationary markets. Indeed, the structure of the equilibrium

is similar to that of the no-delay perfect equilibrium characterized in Chatterjee, Dutta, Ray,

and Sengupta (1993). Other than the setting, the main difference is that I allow agents to have

arbitrary vN-M utility functions instead of restricting attention to the case of linear utilities.

As a consequence, in the limit as bargaining frictions vanish, coalitions share output accord-

ing to the Nash bargaining solution—instead of according to equal sharing. Moreover, the

dynamic entry of agents into the market implies that the structure of the equilibrium is fixed

throughout—instead of evolving as different coalitions form—and that the equilibrium that I

characterize always exists and is the unique stationary perfect equilibrium—instead of being

one of the possible stationary perfect equilibria and existing only under certain conditions.

Despite this similarity—and not surprisingly given the differences between the settings of

interest—the qualitative predictions of the resulting theories are distinct. In particular, the

endogenous evolution of the market in Chatterjee et al. (1993) creates a holdup problem

similar to the one discussed in the introduction.

The similarity between the strategic forces in Chatterjee et al. (1993) and the present paper

might seem surprising given that these two papers differ not only in the setting under study

but also in the bargaining protocol. Indeed, they use a rejector-proposes protocol (in which the

rejector of a proposal becomes the proposer in the next period) instead of the random-proposer

protocol of the present paper. Ray (2007) (see also Compte and Jehiel 2010) discusses how the

former protocol gives considerably more bargaining power to the receiver of the offer than

the latter, and how this explains the contrasting predictions often obtained under these two

different protocols. Intuitively, however, the dynamic entry in the present paper implies

18In the setting of Nguyen (2015), the core is the set of payoff profiles that satisfy the standard “no-blocking”

constraints and the appropriate feasibility constraint, which is different from the one in static settings. In

particular, the core in this setting is always nonempty.
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that agents do not have to consider how the market might evolve after they reject an offer,

which implies that the difference between these protocols is much less pronounced—and it

actually vanishes with the bargaining frictions.

In the context of convex games, Chatterjee et al. (1993) show that the prediction of the

no-delay stationary perfect equilibrium of their coalition formation game converges—as the

bargaining frictions vanish—to the egalitarian solution of Dutta and Ray (1989).19 The similar-

ity between the structure of the equilibrium in their game and the one in the present paper

suggests that their results can be generalized beyond the case of linear utilities and can more

generally be understood in terms of the Nash bargaining solution. Relatedly, Compte and

Jehiel (2010) focus on environments in which the grand coalition generates the highest sur-

plus, and in which only one coalition may form. They show that, if an (asymptotically)

efficient stationary equilibrium exists, the corresponding profile of payoffs is the one that

maximizes the product of agents’ payoffs among those in the core.20 The analysis of the

present paper suggests that this result generalizes to the case in which agents’ have vN-M

utility functions, as follows: If an (asymptotically) efficient stationary perfect equilibrium

exists, the corresponding profile of payoffs is the unique payoff profile that gives each agent

her maximum Nash bargaining share among all the possible coalitions subject to the others’

outside options.

As emphasized in the introduction, the contribution of this paper can be seen as extending

the theory of Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky (1986) in order to investigate how agents’

outside options are determined in decentralized markets. The friction that incentivizes the

agents to reach an agreement in this theory is their fear that some exogenous reason will

force them to leave the market. As a result, the agents’ risk preferences—assumed to be

represented by increasing and concave vN-M utility functions {ui} of the amount of output

that they obtain—are crucial determinants of the agreements that they end up reaching.

Binmore et al. (1986) also consider an alternative model in which agents’ time preferences—

instead of their risk aversion—drive their incentives to reach an agreement, and provide a

connection between this prediction and the Nash bargaining solution—suitably constructed

from agents’ time preferences. For brevity, in this paper I focus on the case in which the

bargaining outcome is determined by the agents’ risk preferences, but the analogous results

can be derived in the case in which agents’ time preferences are the relevant source of their

19A game is convex if, for any two coalitions C1 and C2, y(C1 ∪ C2) ≥ y(C1) + y(C2)− y(C1 ∩ C2).
20They also provide a necessary and sufficient condition for such an equilibrium to exist. This study con-

trasts with Krishna and Serrano (1996), who establish a connection between the Nash bargaining solution and

a strategic bargaining game in which the grand coalition is the only one that can form.
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incentives to reach an agreement.

The close connection between the Nash bargaining solution and the perfect equilibrium of

the strategic bargaining model of Ståhl (1972) and Rubinstein (1982) is one of the highlights

of the so-called Nash program of providing connections between strategic and axiomatic the-

ories of bargaining (see for example Serrano 2005). The idea of building a theory of coalition

formation from the Nash bargaining solution goes back at least to Rochford (1984), who

defines a symmetrically-pairwise-bargained payoff profile of an assignment game with trans-

ferable utility as one that satisfies the following property: Each matched pair shares output

according to the Nash bargaining solution—with each agent’s disagreement point being the

maximum that she can achieve in any other match (keeping the others’ payoffs fixed).21 The

idea of endogenizing agents’ “threat points” was pursued by Nash (1953) himself (see also

Binmore 1987 and Abreu and Pearce 2015) and it is the essence of well-known consistency

notions (e.g. Sobolev 1975, Peleg 1986, Hart and Mas-Colell 1989, Serrano and Shimomura

1998). Burguet and Caminal (2018) show that a modification and extension of this idea in

a context in which only one coalition can form uniquely pins down the agents’ payoffs,

and provide strategic foundations for the resulting coalition formation solution concept.

While these concepts are similar in spirit to the one described in the present paper, the non-

cooperative approach described here suggests that—in the setting of this paper—the outside

option principle holds, so outside options do not enter through disagreement points, but act

instead as bounds on the range of validity of the Nash bargaining solution.22

Finally, Collard-Wexler, Gowrisankaran, and Lee (forthcoming) provide strategic founda-

tions for the Nash equilibrium in Nash bargains (Horn and Wolinsky 1988), which is a widely

used bargaining solution concept for bilateral oligopoly settings. In contrast to the coalition

formation approach of the present paper—in which each agent can be part of at most one

coalition—the Nash-in-Nash solution assumes that all parties trade with each other (i.e. that

all possible coalitions form) and derives prices for each bilateral contract as a function of

the fundamentals. Ho and Lee (forthcoming) provide a modification of the Nash-in-Nash

solution to investigate agents’ incentives to restrict the set of agents with whom they trade.

21Rochford (1984) shows that the set of symmetrically-pairwise-bargained payoff profiles is the intersection

of the kernel and the core. Kleinberg and Tardos (2008) refer to such profiles as “balanced outcomes.”
22In Agranov, Elliott, and Talamàs (in preparation), we investigate the experimental validity of this predic-

tion.
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5 Conclusion

The Nash bargaining solution is a central solution concept in economics. Nash proposed this

solution concept using an axiomatic approach. In his own words (Nash, 1953, p. 129):

One states as axioms several properties that it would seem natural for the so-

lution to have and then one discovers that the axioms actually determine the

solution uniquely.

My objective in this paper has been to extend the Nash bargaining solution—which gives

a sharing rule in any given coalition as a function of its members’ outside options—to a set-

ting in which agents bargain both about which coalitions form and how the resulting surplus

is shared within them. Perhaps the most direct approach to fulfill this objective would have

been to extend Nash’s axioms to this setting, and then to discover what solution comes out

of these axioms. In this paper I have taken an alternative approach, which leverages the cel-

ebrated connection between strategic bargaining and the Nash bargaining solution: I have

extended the canonical strategic bargaining model that connects with the Nash bargaining

solution (e.g. Binmore, Rubinstein, and Wolinsky 1986) to the setting of interest, and I have

let this strategic model suggest how the Nash bargaining solution should be generalized to

this setting. The payoff profile under the resulting theory of coalition formation is the unique

profile that is such that each agent obtains her maximum Nash bargaining share among all

coalitions subject to the others’ outside options. An interesting avenue for future research is

to investigate whether Nash’s axioms have natural analogs in a coalition formation setting

which that pin down this solution.
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